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fieccxceptcffmr’xctimalloadtasbeemusedty
variois vaiters in various lizgiistic fields. It
17:3 corisegiaitly rmived differing definitions
and reti’cds of caloilatian. It has not, however,
been applied to the teadiing of pronmciation. In
this paper are discussed several aspects of
functionalt lfimignhmylberelevant forthe
assessing o e r tive of
features of learners' MW serpental

Introductim__,.___.__
SW you are teadung English to foreign

studeits, matightsdiedule,withmspecialtime
for pramiciatim teadning,‘ writes Gillian Bram
[1] p.53. IWhidn of the following problems would
[’29t first? Discrimination of /e/ and /E/,

Heransuer: 'Wnentimeisshortitisprobably
mtwortbmilespaflingtimemteaching/e/and
fl/ if the studeits find thendiffioilt, but be
surethatfliesamdssubstimtedbythesuflents
are /f/ and /v/ sands which are acoustically
similarto/e/ani/é/anibearalwfwnctional
load in English (i.e. don't distinguish many words),
and not /s/ and /z/, which are acoustically very
different from /e/ and /E':/ and bear a much higher
functional load. '

Manywriters havemadeamealtothemtim f
flmctionalload (FL), andforvarimispirposeso
Weaver, the precise definition givai to the

has varied from writer to writer [2]. King
[3] p.831 writes that 'in its simplest expression-
fmctianalloadisameaoireofthenmberof I
mdnimitipairrsbvrvhich can be found for a given
oppos on. e geierally in .phonol
measure of thee which two My: is a
distinctive feature) do in keeping utterances apart
:mfdhOttvhsr words, a gauge of the frequency with

phonemes contrast in l
environments. ' a 1 possible

It isnotclearhoamnichtl‘nighthasbeen i
to the problem of definition by writers making ven
gppeal to ihtfi notion. For instance, we could

sagreew Brown above, inthatphonenessuch

:24 WW a rwas in when“; .. a.y can as s ire of
can carry FLs. ' pa which

King [4] p.7 proposes a fonmula for the
calculation of FL which 'is the product of two
factors: the first measures the global tact

frequencies of the no primates in the oppositim;
thesecondmeamtbedegreetovt‘idxthetm
angers com in all possible aivircrments,

. e environmt nears, mighly speaking, one
ptrnene to the left and right'. As Vadnek [5] p.65
pomts out. although eivirorneit is of obvious
iirportaice, King's definitim of this as cre
phoneme to the left and right should have been
stated in finer terms.

The main difference betweai King's fontulatim
andthoseofctha'writers is that it isbasedcn
conditional probabilities instead of being an
infomation theory apprcadn. Wang [6] (see also [7])
corpares four information theory measures of FL,
coicIudJng 'xncre important than the development of
a measure that is internally consistent and which
conforms to certain linguistic requirements is the
task of providing empirical justification for the
measure' (p.50).

'I‘he_valueofthecoxceptofFLhasbeen
recognised in other linguistic fields, including .
general descriptive linguistics [8], diachraiic
phonology [3], automatic speech synthesis and
recognition [9, lo] and spelling refonn [11]. It
has not, waver, been applied to the question of
language teaching. In this paper, I therefore wish
toexplorecertainaspectsofELwhichareofuse
in the teaching of prmmciatioi. This discussim
owes much to the ideas of Avram [12]. For
illustration, I shall deal in particular with the
following pairs of (RP) phonemes, which are often
conflated by learners: /i: 1; ts, ea; e, a; 3:. 0”
U:. u; p. b; 6. d; n. n: +1. d3/.

Cornilative ted: fr

In 3 OW, I give the cumulative
frequencies for these its of RP phon based on
the figures for oonnecptzd speech givenabgseS
E513]. Thus, for example, the cumulative frequenCY
aggirthe pair /e, e/ (11.05%) is calculated by

g the individual tact frequencies of 7.16% for
31/ and 3.89% for /a/. 0n the basis of these
a hl<lml'llations, we may then propose that a Pair Withis 0% curmlative frequency (e.g. /e, e/: 11-95%)
/ greater importance than one with a low (e.g-

19, ee/, 1.83%). That is, over one in every ten
vowels is either /e/ or /ae/, whereas under one in
every fifty vowels is either /Ia/ or /ee/- The
risks, as far as loss of-intelligibility is
concerned, of conflating /e, a/ may thus be
considered greater than those of conflating' /Ier 99/'
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These cumulative frequencies disguise the fact

that one member of a conflated pair may occur much

more frequently than the other. For example,

/l:, t/ have a high cumulative frequency (25.57%);

one in four of all vowels in connected speech is

either /1:/ or /I/. Given that a learner has

a vowel of the [i] type, it is, however,

four times more likely that this corresponds to

/1/ than to /i :/. The basic text frequencies are

21.02% for /I/ and 4.55% for /I:/. ,

, The closer to 0.50, the more equal are the

individual frequencies, and the greater is the

potential confusion to be caused by the conflaticn

of the pair. (The probability of themcre frequent

member is one minus the probability of the less

frequent); In this way, we may distinguish four

extremes:
(1) pairs with a high corailative frequency and

relatively equal probability, e.g. /6, d/,

(ii) pairs with a high cumulative frequency

but unequal probability, e.g. /l:, 1/, /n, n/,

(iii) pairs with a low cumulative frequency

but relatively equal probability, e.g. /Ie, ee/,

/+I. d3/, and .
(iv) pairs with a low cumulative frequency

and unequal probability, e.g. /:>:, 31/.

It would seem reasonable to rank them as above

in decreasing order of importance for learners

and teachers.

Occurrence and sti tisation in native accents

Whilst RP has gen used as the reference accent

in this paper, certain of the learners'

conflations are to be found in other native

accents. /u:, u/ conflaticn is widespread in

Scotland; /re, ea/ conflaticn is an increasingly

comm phenorenon in‘ New Zealand, the West Indies

and East Anglia; and./Er,‘d/ conflaticn is found,

if only sporadically, in the Republic of Ireland,

although it is heavily stigmatised. We may

conclude that listeners .are accustomed to making

the perceptual adjustment necessary for .

intelligibility of these conflations, but not

for the others.

Acoustic similarity

As Brown quoted above notes, acoustic

similarity between sounds is a relevant factor.

That is, /e, f/ and /6, v/ are more acoustically

similar than /6, s/ and /6, z/. For example, /e, f/‘

may be difficult to distinguish in bad transmission

conditions, as on a telephone line; listeners are

therefore already familiar with, recognising the

intended sound from context. an 'the other hand,

/9, s/ are more distinct, even on noisy telephone

111165; listeners are therefore unaccustomed to

realising that a misinterpretation or conflation

may have taken place. Comparable acoustic

Similarity‘is found between the nasal consonants

/m’ n, U/.

The structural distribution of phonemes

It is a phenomenon of English syllable'structure

that /n/ only occurs in syllables containing short

vowel phonemes (/r, a, A, 'o/). /n/, on the other

hand. occurs in syllables with either long or _ _

Short vowel phonemes. Thus, a learner who oonflates

/n, n/ will not be open to mismderstanding. all the

time; his conflaticn may only lead to confusion

where it occurs after a short vowel phoneme, since

guyoccurrence aftera longvmelmmistbe/n/not

I'] .

In similar vein, it is a feature of English that

stressed ward-final syllables do not contain short

vowel pl'memes unless they also contain a final

consonant. Thus, /bx+/ is permissible (bit), but

not */b1/. 1mg vowel phonemes are not s—ubject to
this constraint, e.g. /bl:/, bee. Thus, any vowel

in a stressed mid-final syllable without a final

consonant cannot be a short vowel phmeme.

Syllable structure constraints therefore limit

the potential confusion of conflated pairs (/n, n/,

/I:, r/) in particular enviroments.

lexical sets ,

We must not lose sight of the fact that phonemes

combine to create the actual mrds ofithe English

lexicon. 'Ihere are some which are not

contained in many words. For instance, Wells [14]

p.133 notes that the lexical set for the ptmeme

/u/ is relatively small — around 40 words. The

frequencyof this phoneme is a mere 1.95%, and

muldbeeven lowermreitnotforthefactflnat

this lexical set includes a number of words of very

frequent occurrence, such as 25;, @041, look, would.

The number of minimal BEES
simplest expression of the FL of a phonemic

contrast is the number of minimal pairs which this

contrast serves to distinguish. For some English

phonemic contrasts, there are plenty of minimal

pairs: for‘others, there are relatively few. For

/u:, u/, the only minimal pairs involving comm

modern words area,“ 11; fool, full; who'd,

hood; 'suit (if sum, soot. Mal

FEES are similarly scarce for /I , 37—a'nd /e, 6/.

Mismderstanding is therefore very unlikely to

occur for these contrasts and on this basis, we may

consider them to be relatively unimportant. The

following table shows the relative importance of

all the vowel and consonant contrasts introduced

earlier, in terms of the number of minimal pairs

exewlifying the. contrasts. The criterion has been

set, m1: arbitrarily, at 20 minimal pairs.

FeverthanZOpairscanbefomxiforthose

contrasts marked —, while over 20 pairs can be

found for those marked +. Minimal pairs for

consonants in word-initial position and in word—

final position have been calculated separately.

The number of minimal pairs belonging to the same

EEG-Of SE13

F0 owing on from the previous section, we may

note that although there are certain contrasts for

which there are several minimal pairs, sometimes

these minimal pairs involve few words from the

same part of speech. These pairs are therefore

unlikely to cause confusion in the context of a

sentence. For example, there are several minimal

pairs for initial /6, d/. However, it is a

phexnmenon- of English that words begiming with

/6/ are gramxatical words,_such as t_he_;, those, th ,

then," .TheyaretlmsxmlikelytoB—e‘coifus

33 can with the corresponding /d/ words, which

are virtually all lexical words, such as doze, d_ay,
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1 2 3 4

/I:, I/ 25.57% 0.18 + -

lie, 69/ 1.83% 0.40' -- +

la, a/ 11.05%- 0.35 + -

lo:, 01/ 3.28% 0,07 - _

/u‘:, u/ 5.57% 0.35 — +

Ip. b/ 6.34% 0.46 + + I -

I6, d/ 11.81% 0.42 - - +

In. n/ ' 13.72% . 0.15 * — -

HI. «13/ 1.46% 0.42- — - _ -

Column 1 = cumulative text‘frequency, expressed as
a percentage of the occurrence of all vwels,
or of all consonants.

Column 2 = probability of the less frequent member
of the pair.

Oolnmn3=whether20minimalpairscanbefound.
For consonants, this is given for word-initial
and word-final positions. * indicates that In/
does not occur initially in English words.

Column 4 = occurrence in native accents.

9e. delshh .
Consideraticm ought also to be given to the

fact that thefrequency of occurrence of members
of the closed'set' of grammatical words is higher
than for lexical words.

The number of inflections of minimal pairs.
One problem in counting the number of minimal

pairs relying on particular ptmenic contrasts is
theusewhichEnglishmakesof inflections suchas
the suffixes for plural, past tense, -_igg forms.
Thus, for enarmple, forthe Ira, ea/ contrast,
:everal‘: pairs take /z/, /d/St::ernd /m/ endings, e.g.
ear, are; sEa_r_, s 7 , stare. Whether
fiem be earn as separa—tE'n—Eninel pairs
ornotinthecalculatimofmisasarewhat
arbitrary methodological cmsideration. ' ‘

The frequency of members of minimal pairs
Minimal pairs for the English contrast /u:, u/

are scarce. A few examples exist, further to those
quoted above, but in which onemenber is of such
infrequent occurrence that the minimal pair can
hardly be said to have any importance. Thus, while
the /u/ words would, could, should, look may be
considered frequent, fl oorrespmding 7uz/ mrds
wooed, cooed, shoed/shooed, Luke are so infrequent
as to be almost contrived:

'I'hennmnberofcammcontextsinwhichthemenbers
of minimal irs occur .

It is also W'le to consider whether the
menbersofminimalpairsbelmgtothesame
semantic field or not, i.e. whether contexts can be
easily supplied in which both members of a minimalpair are plausible alternatives, both grammatically

and semantically. Such contexts are easily supplied
for English pairs such as fate, faith; trek, track;

, Shimmy; shin, chin; cheer, leer, Sutm‘
15 not poss' 1e for the majority of nunimal pairs
in English.

Conclusion ,
m,--'it should be clear that more
advanced analysis than a counting of the number of
minimal pairs is involved in the calculation of FL.

' Avram [12] sunmarises'this' point succinctly: 'if
we suppose that one opposition is illustrated by
ten minimal pairs and another by twenty, it does
not necessarily mean that the second opposition is
twice as important as the first. Starting from
minimal pairs, the successive application of
certain correctives is essential if we wish to
establish the actual value of an opposition more
clearly' (p.42).

(In the basis of the above observations on FL, we
may propose that the relative importance of the
phonemic RP contrasts discussed in this paper can
be ranked as follows, most inportant first: /p, b;
e, an; I:, 1:5, d; n, r); H, d3; u:, U'; re, 99;
oz, 31/.
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